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THE DEVELOPMENT OF BOOK STRUCTURE

Daphne Dobbyn, Vice-president of the NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc and a former editor of Morocco Bound
has submitted this most interesting and informative article about the history of the development of bookbinding . Daphne
is a practised designer binder and has lecturedfor many yedrs in those aspects ofthe craft.
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HE BOOK HAS DEVELOPED in obscurity.
Engraving, or sculpture, on stone appears to have
been the fust method of writing. It was continued

formany ages, androcksbearing records ofthe actions and
thoughts of man still exist in Denmark, Norway ard the
deserts ofJudea. Probably to keep the deeds and exploits
of the fathers in the eyes of their children the pillar or
column was often used to record events. Examples may be
found in Crete, Turkey and elsewhere in the Middle East.
Many objects brought from Egypt are engraved stones, the
most famous being the Rosetta stone from the Nile mouth,
now in the British Museum. They recorded not only
history but also discoveries in science.

Carving in stone was labour intensive and man soon found
a less difficult way to record his thoughts and discoveries

- on clay. Thousands of clay tablets from the ancient
Sumerian civilisation of lower Mesopotamia have been
preserved carrying a system of writing devised probably
before 3000BC. Examples of inscribed clay tablets may
be found in museums in Ankara, Turkey andthe library of
Trinity College, Cambridge, to narre but two. Such
writings are mentioned in the Bible.

The etymology of various words for book gives evidence
thatthe first bookswerewritten on vegetable substances.
From the Greek biblos, the Latin liber, codex,foliumand
tabula, we learn that books were sometimes inscribed on
the inner bark and sometimes on boards cut off the main
body of the tree. The English word book comes from the
Saxon bocce @eech tree), arising, it is thought, from the
carving of runes on beechwood sticks.
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Although libraries might have been needed as repositories
ofclay tablets, bookbinding would not have been nec€ssary
until man began to write on wood, skins, leaves and paper.
Around the Mediterranean when man began writing on
bark (followed by the other flexible materials) bookbinding
came into being. He cut the leaves, fastened them
together, polished them with a pumice stone then attached
the writing fabric to a wooden cylinder. The cylinder had
balls at each end, used as a handle for tuming the scroll. It
was on these balls that the bookbinder applied the first
book decoration to the more important texts owned by the
most affluent persons. To keep the roll tight axd firm, the
binder aftached two strings of coloured leather to the cover
of the volume.

While the roll was adopted for the lengthy works of the
ancients, they appear for a long period to have used tablet
books to take notes, keep accounts, etc. The tablets were
of ivory, wood, or metal, thinly covered with wax and
written upon with a stylus. The writing could be erased and
the tablets used repeatedly. The tablets were con:rected at
the back by rings in sets of from two to six or eight leaves,
each with a slight projection or button to prevent the notes
on the wax from being defaced. According to the number of
leaves, they were called duplices, triplices quintuplices, etc.

The convenience of these rectangular tablets ultimately
led to their adoption for almost every description of
writing. When, later, the folding of flexible writing fabric
began, the need for a cover became more apparent and
bookbinding gradually took its present form.

Paper is composed of fibres interlaced into a compact
web, usually as a thin flexible sheet, most commonly
white. The earliest sheets of paper were reputed to be a
mass of tangled silk made in China around 200BC. The
paper of Ts'ai, however, produced in ADl05, was made
from beaten hemp, rags, fishing nets and tee bark.

Papermaking skills were passed along the trade routes.
The Arab world was taught this skill by Chinese prisoners
and production was established in Samarkand in 75lAD
and later at Baghdad in 795AD. From then on, the craft
spread through North Africa. When Spain was captured by
the Moors, papermaking began in Europe. The earliest
European papers were made at Cordoba in Spain around
1036, primarily made from raw materials of linen and
cotton rags which gave the paper $eat strength and
permanence. The fust reference to papermaking in Italy is
127 5 - 127 6 and is thought to have come via Sicily or Spain
with the Crusaders. Italian papermakers were the fust to
watermark their paper. Paper production was slow to
move north to France, Germany and then England where
the first pap€r was produced in 1490.

The Chinese (who previously had used layers of thin
bamboo strips held between thicker boards with a thin cord
through the cenhe to hold them together) began to use
paper to make scrolls and, as in Europe, these were often
religious texts. Traditionally, they were used for Buddhist
sutas or for albums of calligraphy or painting. The
Chinese replaced the roll with a concertina fold which
eliminated, by means of its folds, the need to unwind sev-

eral feet of scroll to get to a particular part of the text. The
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folds broke the length ofthe book intojoined pages that
were easily ac ce ssible. This allowed the reader to examine
the book for its entire length while fu6lding it, turning the
folded sections like the leaves of today's conventional
book. Contemporary binders fine the concertina fold a
very adaptable and very sound structure. In modern
bookbinding, there are many variations and uses of the
concertina fold.

The book as we know it today is technisally a codex, that
is, an arrangement offolded sheets in sections. ln very
early times, the section (signature or quire) was restricted
to four gatherings in parchment. The earliest sewing of
these sections was by stab stitching and by sewing
lengthwise along the folds.

Roman writers of the Augustan period two thousand years
ago were the first to report the existence of parchment
codices. Legal writers readily adopted the codex because
the roll was cumbersome for reference. However, poets
and rhetoricians continued to regard the roll as the most
acceptable form in which to publish their writings and
from which to read them.

Early Christians found the roll inconvenient, especially for
the books so much used for reference as those ofthe Bible.
There was no easy way to collect information from a
number ofdifferent works, ortoreferto particularpassages
in larger rolls. Stab stitched sections or single leaves,
while perhaps more convenient than the rolls, were difficult
to op€n and have remain op€n, particularly in larger
volumes. We do not know for certain that the codex form
of the papyrus book was a Christian invention, but we
believe it was the Coptic community which developed the
idea of folding the papyms and, using carpet weaving
lsghniques, sewing the sections together through the
folds. The technique was promptly employed by that
community. The roll continued to be commonly used for
pagan works, but during the second and third centuries AD,
most Christian writings were in codex form.

The Copts were Christians living in the semi-desert regions
ofEgypt. Their monasterieswere the source ofmany ofthe
oldest codices still in existence. Some ofthese books, like
the striking examples in the Pierpont Morgan Library,
New York, were found buried in the desert sand in 1910.
They are thought to have lain there for centuries, having
been hidden by monks as they fled Islamic invaders. For
their books, the Copts used four papyrus sheets folded to
get a flat tightly closing section. Early biblical codices,
which contain up to 80 to 90 sections, could not be held
together with stab stitching. The Coptic binders solved
this problem by employing the techniques of interlacing
threads and cords which were already known in braiding,
weaving, embroidery and carpetmaking. This resulted in
a chain stitch method of sewing which was unsupported by
anything but the flaxen thread or hempen cord used to sew
the book. The book covers, made from wooden boards,
were sometimes attached with chain stitch at the time of
sewing; or attached after sewing with a sfronger thead.
This Coptic style of bookbinding continued into the middle
ages unchanged because the Islamic invasion ofthe seventh
century isolated Egypt from Europe. It is widely used in
Ethopia even to this day.
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Quite early in Coptic bookbinding, the wooden boards of
the books were covered in leather; this protected the
sewing on the spine and the spine folds. The Copts
employed a wide range of crafts to decorate important
books. Gold, silver, ivory, bone, paint, sewn decoration on
leather and cut leather work threaded with vellum strips
were often used. Books made for monasteries, churches
and the wealthy were highly ornate; books made for
travelling religious were simple and practical with the main
feature ofthe design being the total protection ofthe text.

Wherever Christianity flourished, bookbinding also
flourished. Monasteries in Ireland were producing books
in the fifth, sixth and seventh centuries. The religious were
not only the writers and illuminators, but also the binders
of books. T\e Book of Kells was produced in the eighth
century and contains the four Gospels in Latin written on
vellum leaves.

Johann Gutenberg of Mainz invented his moveable type
printing press in the middle of the fifteenth century and,
with the intoduction of paper made from linen into
Europe, books were produced in greater numbers at a
lower price which placed books within the reach of more
people. Leaming began to revive.

The common covers of early printed books were very
simple, e.g. langstitch vellum bindings in Germany. Books
for the noble and rich, however, began to be adorned with
a considerable degree ofelegance.

ENGLISH BII\DING
Monastic centres of bookbinding existed throughout
Britain before the Reformation. In Durham, Bilfrid, the
earliest Englishbinderwhose name is knownto us, worked
ltn720AD. In Salisbury, Bishop Hernan, in about 1080,
was well versed in the binding of books as well as the
writing and illuminating of them. Henry, a monk of the
Benedictine Abbey of Hyde, near Winchester, was
celebrated for his skill in binding. The monastic bindings
were mostlybooks ofhours forprivate prayerandmeditation
or large books for parading during services, which were
bound in leather over wooden boards. Stamped de coration
appeared on many ofthese books.

William Caxton introduced printing into England and his
press was fully established in Westminster Abbey in 1477.
As in Europe, the printer often bound his product very
simply while the rich had their books more elegantly
adomed - often covered in red velvet and silk with clasps
ofgold and silver.

Until about the seventeenth century, English books were
sewn on to leather (alum-tawed) thongs or cords. These
cords/thongs appeared underthe leather which covered the
spine ofthe book and gave a decorative appearance to the
spine. Book titles were stamped on the spine between the
cords. As book decoration became more and more
lavish, edges were coloured, gilded, painted and gauffered.
English binders, following European practice, also began
to sew on recessed cords to achieve a smooth look on the
spine so that it also could be tooled and gilded. This
required the spine to be lined with many layers of paper
which often made the book difficult to open. Covers were
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further omamented by the application of coloured leathers
and painted coats of arms.

In 1768, Roger Payne opened a bindery il Leicester
Square, London. He was known for his gold tooling and
gave a new chastened style with a series of classical
geometrical and highly finished desips.

As the Industrial Revolution gained ground, paper
production increased and with the ability to produce paper

from wood pulp, more and more books were produced as

presses also became more efficient. Bookbinding practice
differed according to the price the purchaser was prepared
to pay for it. Factory type binderies were established. Here
beautifrrl looking booksmade from the thinnest and weakest
materials were churned out, at a price, for the masses.

The Arts and Crafts Movement started in the 1880s as a
reaction against the unfortunate results ofthe machine and
factory age in which the products tended to be over-
ornamented and in a manner which obscured the basic
form of the object. The founder of the Arts and Crafts
Movement, William Morris, began the Kelmscott Press.
His wife was also involved in bookbinding. Mrs Morris
taught and encouraged Thomas James Cobden-
Sanderson, a barrister, in craft binding and eventually, he
practised professionally. CoMen-Sanderson desiped
books with simplicity and in a way which allowed the basic
leather to be seen and its beauty enhanced. His main
influence on English bookbinding was to create a
consciousness of the necessity to attach more importance
to sound construction and the high quality ofmaterials than
to a mere superficial finish.

Further developments in craft bookbinding were soon to
result from the apprenticeship of Dougles Cockerell to
Cobden-Sanderson at the Doves Bindery in London.
Cockerell became a teacher of bookbinding and in his
writings, he called att€ntion to the folly of the pernicious
binding methods then prevailing in most sections of the
trade. He deplored the excessive thinning of leather and
slips, headbanding withinadequate tying downand the use
of acids for chemical decoration. He called for sound
principles of construction and the use of chemically and
me chanically sound materials.

Present day bookbinders can be divided into two gloups -
'trade' and'non-trade'. The latter are those who have not
been apprenticed and are not employed by ordinary tade
firms. Usually, they have entered the craft from art schools
and colleges where they have been taught by people with
similar backgrounds and where design, in the broad sense,
takes pre cedence over technique. Many of the finest books
produced today come from the hands ofthese designer-
craftsmen.
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An edition o/ Plutarch's Yitae Vivorum lllustrium
printed at Basle in 1559 by Petri Pernae and bound in
white tawed pigskin in 1566 by Frobenius Hempel of
Wiltenberg. The figure on the ight represents Chanty
which, with those of Faith and Hope on the other panel,
were common motifs at that time.

hr the fifteentb century, gold tooling was introduced from
the East, but blind tooling was still extensively used as in
Example 2. A Cambridge style binding in which the
design consists of 3 concentric panels, the innermost and
outermost being mottled or sprinkled.

In those times, publishers did not exist as books were
produced by booksellers. A few of them were bound by the

bookseller's binder, very cheaply in sheep, with no titles,
for cheap over-the-counter sales, but most of them were
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THE HISTORY OF BOOKBINDING
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At the June 1995 General Meeting of the Queensland Bookbinders Guild, Dr Arthur Chick, who has interest in book
history, addressed the meeting, using examples from his unique collection. Arthur Chick who is a retired professor of
dentistry,movedfromLondontoBisbanel5yearsago. Heistheauthorofachronologyofearlylgthcenturybooksand
of an article about thefirst gold blocking of publishers'bindingswhich appeared inMorocco Bound (Vol I I No t, March
1990) and his book Towards Today's Book: Progress in l9th Century Britain is soon to be published by Fanand Press.
Thefollowing article are notes taken and, with some examples shown at the talk, will serve to supplement the previous
paper in this journal.

tyles of bookbinding have varied enormously over
the centuries, depending on the materials and tech-
niques, as well as the artistic canons ofthe time. The

earliest books had boards which were just plain planks of
wood, but they soon came to be covered with leather. At
that time, the only method of decorating was by blind
tooling or pressing patterned stamps into the wet leather,
a process known as panel stamping.
Example 1. Vol. II of a set of two, bound in white alum
dressed (tawed) pigskin in 1556 with a very complex pict-
orial decoration on each board. Vol II has the colophon at
the back technical information about the printer etc. from
the Greek /rolophon, (finishing touch), but as Vol I is held
by a collector in Israel, it is unlikely that the two will be
ever united.

One of the three-volumes of
Atheniad by Richard Glover,
published by Cadell in 1779,
still aactly as sold -
unpressed, unopened, un-
trimmed and sewn with cotton.

sold 'in sheets' so that the owner could have them bound
according to his taste by his favourite binder.
Example 3. A book'in sheets'loosely sewn with cotton,
untrimmed and with paper covers.

lil r: 1 ;+

Books were sold unbound to the lending libraries, so separ-
ate paper labels of the title and author were printed which
could be pasted onto the spine. This was the practice which
continued well into the nineteenth century.
Example 4. A set of three printed labels, 1848.

A major change occurred in 1825 when the bookbinder,
Archibald Leighton, after muchexperimentation, produced
the fu st recogrisable book-cloth which effectively reduced
the price of books and led the way to the fully mechanised
cloth case bindings with which we ile so familiar today.

In order to be accepted, the new cloth had to look like
leather and had to be 'filled' and prevent the glue soaking
through. Leighton's first cloth was highly glazed and
showed any imperfection, so he followed it from I 830 with
cloths texturedto obscure the weave and looklike morocco
and moire, skilfully disguising faults.
Example 5. HaIf binding in highly glazed cloth and
leather.
Example 6. Moire textured cloth.

It was still difficult to gold tool onto cloth, so books still
had to have labels pasted onto the spine. However,
Leighton was eventually successful in this too in 1832.
Example 7. Murray's Byron's Life and Works, 1832,
Vol. I (lllustrated in Morocco Bound Vol I I No I March
1 990). Moire cloth with paper label, Vol II same cloth with
the title blocked in gold on the spine.
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Following the interest in cloth, binders turned to other
materials. ln the I 820s, excise duties on silk were removed
and the market was flooded with cheap French silk. It was
only relatively cheap, so it was used mostly on luxury
books. Unfortunately, silk proved to be a very poor choice
as it was badly affected by light and only occasional books
have survived with their spine intact.
Example 8. A silk binding in unusually fine condition.

Once the barrier of blocking gold onto cloth was broken,
decoration bec,rme more and more elaborate but it proved
much more difficult to print coloured inks onto the grainy
cloth. As aresult, colour had to be added by using coloured
paper onlays. Eventually, about 1880, colour printing in
a wide range of hues became possible and persisted until
World War I when such luxuries carne to an end. After the
war, all the artistic effort was directed to the dust wrappers,
whilst the books themselves were exceedingly plain.

While all this was going on, there were many other
attempts to produce unusuel bindings. The Mediaeval
movement produced a market for a wide variety of pseudo
Gothic bindings.
Example 9. Cathedral binding. Black leather with a blind
blocked impression of a cathedral, 1825. lntended to
resemble books such as in Example l.
Example 10. Gothic wooden boards. These are thick
wooden boards which were put in a press with a red-hot
brass plate which actually burnt a deep pattern into the
board. When the charred bits were removed and they were
dyed and vamished, they looked rather like fake mediaeval
*ooden tracery.
Example 11. Thick, deeply patterned boards were made
in a mould from a mixture of papier mich6 and plaster of
paris and enamelled black to resemble ebony. They were
very heavy and brittle and put an enormous strain onto the
joints.

One of the Papier Mdchd and Plaster of Pais boards on
the Coinage of the Britkh Empire.- by Noel Hum-
phruyl published by Cooke inL854. A backing ofred
paper shows through the holes in the design.

Other oddments which were appreciated by nineteenth
century booklovers were :

Example 12. Mauchline ware. Originally developed for
decoration of snuff boxes in the town of Mauchline in
Scotland and then transferred to souvenirs and wooden
book boards. Maunchline fern-ware was a form of stencil
in various shades ofsepia, using natural leaves and gave a
very pleasing result.
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Mauchlinefern-ware designs on sycamore boards. These
were made by using leaves as a reverse stencil, removing
a few at a time while splattering with paint. Each is
therefore dilferent. The Poetical Worhs of Thomson,
Falconer and Bbir published by Nelson in 1871.

Example 13. Imitation tortoise-shell by using a scumble,
i.e. a solid paint background on the board, say light brown,
then a coat of darker brown which, whilst still wet, was
worked with combs, points, etc. to resemble a tortoise-
shell pattern.

Scumbled moulded boards simulating tortoise-shell.
Golilen Leaves fiom the Poets and Painlcrs edited by
Robert Bell published by Gnfin, n.d. (1860s).

Example 14. Tree marbling. Much used from 1775 until
well into the this century,latterly frequently for elaborately
tooled school prizes. The book was bound in smooth calf
with a gold tooled spine, then each board was bent parallel
to the spine to form a trough, tilted up slightly at the head.
Water was applied to the centre of the trough and the sides
to form the trunk and branches as it trickled down, and
while itwas still flowing, furelypowdered ferrous sulphate
was sprinked on, followed by salts of tarar. These formed
a chemical reaction which bit into the leather forming a
permanent pattern in shades of grey ranging from faint to
very dark. It needed much expertise to co-ordinate the
application of water and chemicals to produce a pleasant
effect and there is probably no one who can do it today.

It sad to think that centuries of producing beautifully
decorated books for popular consumption have come to an
end, though it is satisffing to know that the arts of doing so

are being maintained by small bands of enthusiastic craft
bookbinders in many parts of the world.

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, Qld.
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his type ofbox is ofanon-adhesive
folded method of construction
which was found in the stationery

section of a large department store and
came in arange ofsizes withprices starting
at $1.55 and increasing rapidly. It would
be very suitable as a dust and light proof
storage box if lined with acid-free paper.

The box is made ftom a slightly heav-
ier board than manilla but the equi-
valent could be made by pasting
a cover pap€r onto manilla.

The outer box which serves
as a lid had 3-4mm added to
the main dimensions. Cut out
the board/manilla to required dimen-
sions and score for the folds in accord-
ance with the diagram.

To fold up, turn over and push the comer
folds inwardsuntil the box is formed, then
push the two pairs of flaps inwards thus
making the box.

MOROCCO BO(TND

YET ANOTHER BOX!

November 1995

Score along the underside
for the inner folds

Score on the topside for the
outer folds

No adhesive is necessary in folding the
box but it could provide extra security/
rigidity especially for larger sized boxes.

Adrienne AIIen.
Mortdale, N.S.W.

REFURBISHING OLD BOOKS

1. BOOKCLOTH

T N RESTORATION, one should use as much of the
I original binding as possible. The boards are usually in
fairly good condition, except the comers which may need
repasting with paste - notPVA- they have to be hard and
flexible. The major problem is frequently the cloth cover
which may be wom, dirty, attacked by insects or have
coffee cup rings. Cloths vary enormously, from those
which are still completely waterproof to those whose
colour comes offwhen handled with damp hands. What
you have to do is try to spread the existing good pigment

onto the damaged areas, so try this method:-

Take a medium wet natural sponge @etter than foam
plastic) andwipe it rapidlyoverthe board-trythe backone
first - until the whole surface isuniformly damp, butnot too
wet. If some colour comes off onto the sponge, you are
going to be lucky! Quickly rub the heel of the hand over
the wet surface in a circular motion and you should find
that the pigment becomes much more uniform. Dirt
becomes incorporated in the pigment and disappears,
whilst white patches due to insect attack become coloured.
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If this method has worked, when the surface is completely
dry it will be quite dull and very susceptible to damage
from wet fingers. Seal it by rubbing a kerosene soaked
cotton wool wad on a piece of beeswax to dissolve a bit,
then onto the board. When quite dry, buff it with a piece
of sheepskin or soft cloth and it will acquire a beautiful
waterproof gloss.

Having succeeded with the back, turn your attention to the
front board which may have a lot of blind stamping,
coloured ink and gold decoration. The same method
applies, butbe very carefiil notto shiftthe pigmentonto the
coloured inks and gold or they will be obliterated. You
may have to use the tips of the fingers instead of the heel
ofthe handroundthe decorationwhich takes time, so make
sure that the pigment is always kept moistened.

The spine presents quite specific problsms. pspsrls thing,
it is usually badly faded and also the pigment and cloth may
have deteriorated. If you try wetting the cloth and rubbing
the pigment, it may disintegrate, but on the other hand, if
you glue it back onto the new spine first, the glue may
stabilise the pigment so that you cannot move it. Use your
discretion and take your choice!

If the initial application of moisture to the back board does
not wet the surface so that the water collects in little
droplets, then it is verywaterproofandthis methodwill not
work. Still, you haven't lasl anything.

lnstead, wipe offthe moisture and fillinthe damagedareas
with acrylic paint mixed and tinted to match the pigment
colour. When this dries, it will be quite dull, so re-wan the
whole surface as above and the repairs will be
indistinguishable from the background. Acrylic paints can
be bought quite cheaply from newsagents and stationers
and if you have an eye for colour, are invaluable for
feushing up worn boards.
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2. RT]BBED MARBLED PAPER

Old halfand quarter bound books with marbled paper sides
are frequently so badly rubbed that the marbling has
rubbed off, leaving unsightly white patches. If the areas
are very small, they can be re-painted with acrylic paints
and a small brush. Ifthey are large, it is difficult to re-paint
without looking very obvious. In this case it is necessary
to bow to the inevitable and accept the worn areas.
Fortunately, they can be made to look better by reducing
the contrast between the stark white paper and the (usually)
dirty coloured marbling. A dilute wash of raw umber
acrylic dabbed over the surface with a sponge will do
wonders as the paint is absorbed by the white areas and has
very little effect on the waterproofmarbled colours. Dilute
raw umber is a close approximation to'dirt'. Try it on a bit
of scrap paper fust.

3. DISGTIISING GOLD EDGES

It is frequently necessary to repair books which are either
gilt all round or have gilt heads. Repairs often require
replacing endpapers, repairing edges ofthe fust few pages
with repair tissue or paper and sometimes other pages of
the book. Sometimes the gold itself has been damaged.

The result is that the repaired block shows quite a few raw
white edges at the ftont and back and also can have white
areas where the gold has been removed. Treatment with a
gold felt pen does zat look good! A more discrete disguise
is to clamp the book up tightly between boards and apply
an appropnate pastel chalk to the white edges. Raw sienna
is a good colour match for many golds, but you could
experiment with others. 11 2lss has the advantage of not
staining the paper. Pastel chalks canbe purchased from
good art shops.

June McNicoI
Tarragindi, Qld.

BOOK CLASPS FOR OLD AND NEW BOOKS

In the middle ages, metal clasps were produced by sise-
leurs, gold and silver smiths for leather covered books.
Books then were (and still are!) rare and valuable and due
to their rather large sizes, were kept in a honzontal
position. The clasps were used for protection and served
to adorn the exquisitely bound books.

Due to the increasing numbers of books being produced in
the l6th and lTth centuries, books became stored in
upright positions on shelves and the use of clasps became
less. Only church books and certain bible editions con-
tiued to be fitted with clasps. Clasps were manufactured
by belt makers and brass founders of the period, not
bookbinders!

Missing book clasps these days is quite a common problem
and any book restored, often does not have such missing
parts replaced. Reproduction of missing brass or silver
book clasps can be quite expensive, hence the reason for
their often non-replacement.

Information recently received from a German supplier in-
dicates that information about clasps and fittings for old
and new books may be obtained from:

Klaus Mtiller
Buchbeschlige Miiller
Kirchstrasse 49
76829 Landtu in der Pfalz
Germany (Deutschland)

FOR SALE

TYPE - ABSOLUTELY YOURLAST CHANCE!
As I will not be replenishing stocks in the future. About
90 fonts/sizes from 8to72pt are still available, also de-
sip blocks, quoins, lines and borders. Please phone or
write for my stock list. Enquiries to Michael Matheq

I Metzler Place
Gordon NSW 2072
Telephone (02) 498 3 522.
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(Continued)

The second group of enclosures includes more complicated structures:

MOROCCO BOUND

TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENTS

November 1995

l. The clamshell box can be used for books in
a fairly sad state. The hinged case has strong
edge pieces and the case folds up to give a very
secure storate box

3. A combination of box and wraooer. One
side of the enclosure is like a clamihell box;
the other side having a wide flap so that books
with damaged coverj can be stored and opened
without further damage. A velcro disc &n be
used as a closure.

None of the wrapper enclosures illustrated in the fust and
second articles is difficult to make.

Other altematives include the "10 minute" slipcase dem-
onstrated by Rowley Corbett of the NSW Guild with the
possible addition of a wrapper to protect the open spine.

2. This clamshell box is fitted with brass oosts
mounted inside. Storage envelopes made of
mylar, tyvek or permalife paper c:rn be stored
therein to permit small items to be viewed
without the need for further handling.

4. This enclosure is also a clamshell box but
one end is filled and a piece the size of t'lre
object is cut out. A lifting tab can be included.
This would be useful for smaller sized books
wtrich may need to be stored with others on
similar topics. Little books can vanish behind
others very easily.

LABELLING: The article mentions -

1. Printing labels (using a word processor or a desktop
publishing progam) on a computer.

2. Reduced size photocopies of the book covers or title
pages.

3. Printed labels using a blocking press.
4. Hand written labels using good quality permanent

ink- 
Adrienne Allen.
Mortdale, N.S.W.

On behalf of the Committee
of the

NSW Guild of Craft Bookbinders Inc

I wish to extend our best wishes to members, readers and
especially to the contributors to Morocco Bound

I frlewy @brigtmas

f,nb

happy l&ohbinbing tor 1996 John Newland
President and Editor.
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